
PASSWORD SAFE TRAINING 
SUBSCRIPTION

BEYONDTRUST TRAINING FOR 
SECURITY PROFESSIONALS

The Password Safe Training Subscription course is ideal for 
security professionals tasked with administering, monitoring, 
reporting and configuring  your unique Password Safe 
environment. During the course, you will learn how to efficiently 
administer and configure Password Safe on an ongoing basis.

FLEXIBLE CONTINUOUS TRAINING: 
eLEARNING AND INSTRUCTOR 
WORKSHOPS  

Password Safe Training Subscription includes on-demand 
eLearning and instructor-led workshops that provide a 
strong foundation for understanding your implementation. 
The materials are updated continuously to ensure you make 
the most of the recommendations and insights into product 
features and best practice use-cases. Earn up to 15 hours of 
Continuing Professional Education (CPE) credits and become 

a BeyondTrust Certified Administrator.

     

Recording and material reproduction rights are not included. Train-the-Trainer courses are also available. 

KEY LEARNING OBJECTIVES 

• Initial Configuration – learn how to configure  
Password Safe for your environment

• Onboarding Systems – discover new assets in your 
network and enable their management through  
Password Safe

• Session Usage – learn to use the Password Safe  
console to: request & approve sessions, enable  
session recording, and view sessions & reports

• Creating Workflow with Smart Rules – manage 
your workflow by adding directories, users, and 
machines through Smart Rules

• Additional Configuration – configure databases,  
Remote Apps, and SSH Keys

• Deployment – install and configure the U-Series 
appliance, software installation, and Password 
Safe Cloud components
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On-Demand eLearning Hands-On Lab
Environment

Live Workshops

MAXIMIZE ROI WITH BEYONDTRUST UNIVERSITY TRAINING  
BeyondTrust University training services are designed to maximize your investment in BeyondTrust technologies by educating your 

administrators on best practices for configuring and using our products. Superior training is part of our commitment to help you 

obtain the maximum benefit possible from the entire BeyondTrust solution. Our training options will give your organization the 

foundational knowledge needed to administer, configure, and utilize Password Safe for optimum performance. 
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Password Safe Subscription Topics 

Introduction
Learn the problems password management addresses, 
key features of Password Safe, common use cases, and 
the basics of the BeyondInsight management console. 

Core Concepts and Configurations
Learn how to configure and administer Password Safe 
with Functional Accounts, Password Policies, discovery, 
onboarding systems and accounts, Smart Rules, 
Directory Queries, Access Policies, and mapping users 
and groups. 

End User Operations and Use Case Configuration
Walk through the Password Safe user experience, 
which includes viewing past and active sessions, and 
configuring Team Passwords. Learn common use case 
configurations such as mapping dedicated admin 
accounts, managing assets of various types, and 
managing remote applications. 

Deployment and Integrations
Discover available deployment options, U-Series 
appliance configuration, cloud deployment, 
authentication, and integrations. 

Additional Features
An introduction to BeyondInsight Analytics and 
Reporting.

BeyondTrust Subscription Training maximizes your use of Password 
Safe empowering you and your organization. 

ABOUT BEYONDTRUST
BeyondTrust is the worldwide leader in intelligent identity and access security, empowering organizations to protect identities, stop threats, 
and deliver dynamic access to empower and secure a work-from-anywhere world. Our integrated products and platform offer the industry’s 
most advanced privileged access management (PAM) solution, enabling organizations to quickly shrink their attack surface across traditional, 
cloud and hybrid environments. With a heritage of innovation and a staunch commitment to customers, BeyondTrust solutions are easy to 
deploy, manage, and scale as businesses evolve. We are trusted by 20,000 customers, including 75 of the Fortune 100, and a global partner 
network. Learn more at www.beyondtrust.com.
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GET CERTIFIED BY BEYONDTRUST
BeyondTrust University offers learner certification 
and CPE credits with the included certification 
exam. Earn your certifications by completing 
the required learning paths and passing the 
accompanying exam. You will have access to 
knowledge checks along the way, along with 
other resources such as the lab environment and 
live instructor-led workshops to help prepare you
 to successfully earn your certification. 

HANDS-ON LAB ENVIRONMENT
Our online lab environment allows you to interact 
with Password Safe and see how it operates in a live 
setting. The accompanying lab guide gives step-by-
step exercises that teach how to execute common 
setup and configuration tasks. You will use web 
based virtual machines and your login to access the 
environment following the detailed walkthroughs 
provided along with our training.

LIVE WORKSHOPS
During our live workshop sessions, our world-class 
instructor team will demonstrate specific aspects 
of a course and allow learners to ask questions 
along the way. These workshops provide the perfect 
opportunity to get answers to your questions about 
how particular pieces of the product work and are 
especially helpful for administrators managing 
more challenging environments and use cases. The 
sessions are offered at several times to accommodate 

different time zones around the globe. 

SCAN THE QR CODE 
TO LEARN MORE


